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although the china competition law bulletin is only an internal document for mofcom, it raises many important points that should be
considered in the review of merger enforcement in china. the document indicates that mofcom is looking at the merits of its enforcement
methods and ways to improve its enforcement processes. the bulletin also points to the importance of co-ordinated enforcement efforts

across the world. this is particularly important in light of the recent spate of global cartel investigations. competition authorities in asia have
been active in anti-cartel cases, and this is likely to continue. it is also important to note that competition authorities in europe, the us and

elsewhere are likely to crack down on cartels where there is a local nexus. the cppcc has also expressed interest in reviewing chinese
competition law enforcement methods, and has published an open letter to the mofcom and china's other competition regulators

encouraging them to conduct mergers reviews in a way that will not be abused for political reasons. the consequences of a failure to enforce
competition law effectively are not always clear cut. it is therefore important for the kftc to consider this issue carefully, as it will have to

review its enforcement methods and determine whether they are working to achieve its policy objectives. of course, it will be important for
the kftc to be consistent in its enforcement methods and ensure that they are not abused for political purposes. however, a failure to

enforce competition law would be likely to have significant adverse economic, social and ethical consequences in south korea.
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